Autoreceptors do not regulate routinely neurotransmitter release: focus on adrenergic systems.
The theory that neurotransmitter release is regulated locally at the individual terminals of neurons has achieved a rapid and seemingly secure status in our understanding of neuronal function both in the periphery and in the central nervous system. This concept of negative feedback control through the monitoring of the perineuronal concentration of previously released transmitter has been extended to a multiplicity of transmitters and utilized to explain the mechanisms of action of diverse classes of drugs, ranging from antihypertensives to antidepressants. It is my view that negative feedback by terminal and by somadendritic receptors cannot account for the existing body of experimental work. Analyses of the profiles of action of agonists and antagonists, and of the per pulse release of transmitter in the absence of drugs in a variety if peripheral organ systems, as well as in superfused brain slices, demonstrates the need for alternate interpretations of the available data. Evidence is provided that the actions of agonists to inhibit transmitter release and that of antagonists to enhance release occur at different cellular loci and that the purported unitary action of these two classes that is so central to the validity of presynaptic theory is unsupportable.